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Mw Center supports creative wort
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
Last spring, Reuben Domike,
Ph.D.. was named the director for
Wooster's new Center for Creativity
and Innovation (CCI). CCI is part of
the Northeast Ohio Collegiate
Entrepreneurship Program supported by grants from the Burton D.
Morgan Foundation and the Ewing
Marion Kauffman Foundation, "with
the mission,", states Domike, "of
making entrepreneurship a, common
and accessible education experience"
for liberal arts students.'
. During the Center's inaugural year
Domike hopes to "make people aware
of the center and get people engaged
in exciting projects." The Center has
funds to create course curriculum in
entrepreneurship. The first year
seminars run by Professor of
Chemistry Virginia Pett, Professor of
Kim
Theatre
Tritt,
Adjunct
Instructor of Physics Kristin
Domike and Jimmy Meyers, assistant
editor of the Wooster magazine are
actively utilizing its resources. Some
sections, such as Tritt and Domike's
classes,, will be implementing actual
entrepreneurial plans to hopefully be
continued after the semester, while
Meyers's students will create a fictional situation to simulate entrepreneurial theory.
Funds are also allocated for a -post- -

I.S. venture creation fellowship, giving students the funding and support
needed to "make I.S. beyond idea and
into action," states Domike. The fellowship provides graduates with one
year of support and up to $20,000 in
venture funding. Student groups can
benefit from the Center's funding by
acquiring funds for guest lecturers
involved in entrepreneurial activity
or other projects.

Center over the summer break.
Students in a "wide variety of
breadth... and disciplines" engaged in
entrepreneurial projects and innovative research. Working closely with
faculty advisors, Wooster students
created a publishing company, an
exhibit
featuring
downtown
Wooster, an auditory display of the
day's weather for the Ida Sue School
for children with mental retardation
and development disabilities and a
proposal for enhancing Main Street
Wooster.
Associate Professor of Theatre
Shirley Huston-Findlis one individual taking full advantage of the
funding and guidance provided
through the Center. This summer
she worked alongside Domike and
student fellows Sheldon Masters '09
and Jamie Morris '09 to develop a
business plan for an intergenera-tion- al
theatre company. A longtime
dream of Huston-Findley- 's,
the tangible plan for the company was initially developed through last year's
first year seminar, Creafivity and
Aging, which developed through
Huston-Findley- 's
research in elders
and the arts. This summer the trio
spent six weeks developing a busi- ness plan for the theatre company,
using weekly or biweekly meetings
with Domike and the advice of former President R. Stanton Hales to
make the intergenerational theatre
company
j a reality.jey

Reuben Domike
Director for the Center for
Creativity and Innovation
(Photo courtesy OPI)

,

Funding can cover both
and non-proproposals. Domike
states that a wide variety of individuals will benefit from the new Center,
hot just those associated, with the
Business Economics Department, In
an attempt to increase the Center's
awareness on campus, Domike has
made contacts with student groups
and other individuals on campus
while advertising specific programs.
Though Domike's work to promote the programs is just beginning,
several students were able to take
advantage of the newly created
for-pro-
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J
photo display at the Wayne County Library depicting the
history of Wooster, OH is one project that has been funded by
the new Center for Creativity and Innovation (Photo courtesy

A

Sarah Coffin).
Continuing with this summer's
y
hopes' to
create a course
within
the
Department of Theatre and Dance
in the
9
academic year
called The Artist as Entrepreneur,
according to
that
seeks to "collaborat'e as artists and

"Hopefully... a
company
will then form," said Huston-FindleHer early work with the Center has
made her an advocate for its ability
to become a positive resource on
said, "if you
campus. Huston-Findlhave any idea that you see as a possi- -

social entrepreneurs."

See "CCI," page 2
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African American artwork on display Residence Life spices
Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
--

up dormitory lounges

The Harmon and Harriet

Collection

Kelley
of African American Art,

I

"Works on Paper" and selections from
the AT&T Art Collection are currently
hosted in the Sussel Gallery and

As everyone has probably noticed
new surprises in

Burton D. Morgan Gallery in Ebert
Art Center.
"Works on Paper" displays the work
of black 'artists from as early as late-19- th
century.
This collection

of

that there are many

the lounges around The College of
Wooster.

The
N

African American

works includes such artists as Henry
Ossawa Tyler, Hale Aspacio Woodruff,
Ernest T. Crichlow, John Thomas
Biggers, Willie Cole, Elizabeth Catlett
and Romare Bearden.
The variety of mediums within the
70 works is extensive, from watercol-o- r
paintings to linoleum print, some in
the form of traditional landscapes and
cultural pieces and others that make
social and political statements in different eras of African American history.
Henry Ossama Tanner is featured
earliest in the collection.
Born in 1859, the son of a minister,
Tanner reflects his religious upbringing through ' his etching "Christ
Walking on Water" (1910).
The White House, under the Clinton
administration, purchased one of his
. works in 1996, and he became the first
piece African American artist to have
work displayed,there.
Another artist within the collection,
.
Hale Woodruff (1900 1980), studied
with Tanner in Paris but also in
with
Mexico
Rivera.
Diego
Woodruffs "Sharetropper Boy" (1938)
stands out as one of the most gorgeous
paintings within the collection with its
bright, flowing oils.
Ernest T. Crichlow's lithograph
print, "Lovers" (1938), stands in sharp
contrast to the inviting piece
"Sharecropper Boy".
In stark black and white, "Lovers"
"African-American,-
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The televisions, game
furniture represent The
Wooster's desire to
in the residence
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"Jitterbugs II" by William Henry Johnson is one of the pieces
of African American art from the Harmon and Harriet Kelley
Collection currently on display at The College of Wooster Art
Museum. The collection will be on display in the Ebert Art
Center until Oct. 28 (Photo courtesy The College of Wooster
Art Museum).

thc-loung- es

halls up to
date and use what the Residence Life
office sees as a great misuse of space.
So far, the College has allocated over
$30,000 to improving public areas in
the halls with much more planned for
the future. .
"Most of
the game tables
haven't been delivered yet," said
Bing-Kracke-

r.'

ed

Bing-Krack- er.

tables and
College of

bring

"We've added new. microwaves to
kitchenettes all across campus and
we've also replaced the fridges in
Armington and Stevenson."
However, the new improvements
have not all been met gracefully by
returning students. Last weekend,
the
flat screen in
Kenarden Lodge went missing.
"We purposefully didn't chain any"We
thing down," said
want to be able to hold students to
the Wooster Ethic."
The TV that went missing cost
$900, and at the moment Residence
Life is only asking it be returned, no
questions asked. When asked about
replacing the set, Residence Life only
gave the assurance that the TV will
be replaced, although' no consideration has been given to how it should
be funded.
"If the missing television can
just miraculously show up, that
would be great," said
Currently, what serves as the best
model for what will eventually be
done in every lounge across campus
is in Wagner Hall's basement. There
is a billiards table, some new plush
couches, new lighting and a large flat
screen in the corner.
"I come down here about once a
day," said first-ye- ar
Omar Atassi '11,
"I can't imagine not having this. I'd
like to see more tables, thodgh.
When we study dowh here there
realty isn't much."
Later in the semester, Residence
Life is planning on holding student
forums to gather input and try to
come up with ways to improve dormitory lounges. In the meantime students are encouraged to
Kracker, or to just stop by to give
suggestions for improvements.
newly-purchas-

.

I

News
Viewpoints

striking of

Bing-KrSck- er.
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changes are probably the large flat
screen TV's that have appeared in
almost every dorm on campus. But
rg
that's really just the tip of the
of a broad initiative to improve
the quality of life in the College's
residence halls.
The plan is being enacted through
a joint effort between the College's
Residence Life offices, facilities crews
and I.T. department. The 'obvious
question arises: what else have these
offices done for the students?
"Well, it's not just TV's in the
lounges. It's new furniture, game
tables and other ways we are trying
to improve the halls," said Associate
Dean of Students and Director of
Residence
Life Christie
ict'-be-

-

See

...

Hugh Brown
Voice Staff
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Soon, every hall will have some
form of billiards ar table tennis in at
least one of its lounges. Residence
Life is also seeking to improve the
aesthetic in the lounges with fresh
paint and new carpeting.
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Editor in chief Katie Foulds
'08 writes about what it
should and shouldn't mean
to be called a feminist. See
page 3 for details.
Viewpoints editor Alex
Cacioppo '09 discusses the
recent
corruption
of
at
academic integrity
DePaul University. Read
about it on page 4.
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This year's Party on
will

feature

high-profi-

le

the Green
bands

including the Shop Boys. Find
out more on page 5.

The Voice reviews this sum-

mer's biggest blockbusters.
Check them out: The
Simpsons Movie, Superbad
and Transformers on pages
5

and

6.

,
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Women's Soccer got qff to a
hot start, going 3-- 0 in thet
first week of action. Find out

more about their week on

page

8.
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Chandra Asar
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New legislation effects price of contraceptives
LOCAL

NATIONAL
Thompson announces

.'''

,

Actor and former U.S. senator Fred
Thompson officially declared his stake
in the race for the 2008 presidential
election. The ninth Republican candi-

date to declare, Thompson has been
rumored to throw in his hat in recent
months.
The
son of a used car
salesman, who has portrayed many
government figures in dramatic roles,
is known for socially conservative
views regarding abortion and gun
control. He supports the war in Iraq.
six

Apple launches new
iPod nano and iPhone
Apple Inc. introduced a new version
of the iPod nano, which plays videos.
It also includes the iPod Touch feature, which utilizes the familiar touch
screen and introduces the capacity to
download songs wirelessly.
The company also lowered the price
of the iPhone. The
model
will now cost $399; it previously sold
model is
for $599. The
anticipated to be discontinued.

am in now."
Nancy Anderson,

.

On Monday, adventurer Steve
Fossett was reported mising in the
Nevada desert. Fossett, 63, never
arrived at the Flying M Ranch where
his wife, Peggy, was waiting for him.
The search for Fossett continues,
though Maj. Cynthia S. Ryan,
' spokeswoman for the Civil Air Patrol
Nevada Wing, said she was optimistic that Fossett would be found.
In 2002, Fossett became the first person to fly solo around the world in a
hot-a- ir
balloon.

INTERNATIONAL

Hurricanes arrive on
both coasts of Mexico
Felix
Hurricane
pummeled
Nicaragua's Miskito Coast as a
Category 5 hurricane on Wednesday,
the same day that Hurricane
Henrietta hit the Baja California
peninsula of Mexico.
the
to
According
National
Hurricane Center, the last time a
simultaneous hit to the Pacific and
Atlantic coast of Mexico occurred
was on Aug. 24, 1992,- with
Hurricane Andrew and Hurricane
Lester.
Two weeks ago, Hurricane Dean
also hit Mexico; this is the only
instance in storm history that two
Category 5 Atlantic hurricanes hit
land in the same year.
,
-

Briefs compiled by
Justine McCullough

In the staff box in last week's
Viewpoints section, copy editor
Chalkey Horenstein's first and last
names were misspelled. An editor
erred.
In last week's' Features section, in
the story "Wooster welcomes new
monkey," the'headline implied that the
College has seven capuchin monkeys.
It has only six.
In addition, the
accompanying photo is" courtesy Dan
;
Noble as well as Leah Michelson.
On the facing page, in the story
"New spaces, new faces: The Writing
Center gets a facelift," The Writing
Center's Web site was given incorrectly. The correct address is
http: www.wooster.edu writingcen
ter. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voicewoosler.edu.
.
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Wooster's

NuvaRing, a new product for which

,

there are no generic substitutes,

Creativity

alent Solia, NuvaRing, Orthro
Lo and two newer generics,
Previfem and Triprevifem.
'There is no difference with using
the generic. Our gynecologists are
very comfortable with these products," said Anderson. NuvaRing is a
relatively new product and there are
no generic substitutes.
Anderson said the American
Health
College
Association,
Wooster health officials and even
some Wooster students have heen

Tri-Cycl- en

costs $35.
"We wanted to keep the price at
$15 for as many of these as possible,"
said Anderson. With the new law, she
said the cost of even generic brands
was over $15. "We absorbed some of
the price into our budget," said
Anderson.
The Wellness Center now carries
and will continue to carry Aviane,
Cyclessa" and its generic version
Cesia, Desogen and its generic equiv- -

petitioning Congress to change the
Deficit Reduction Act. "It's impor- tant for .students ' to know," said
Anderson, "that the ACIIA and the
Longbrake Student Wellness Center
are working very intently to address
this issue."
ACHA is encouraging students to
-contact their Congressional representatives. There is a flyer available
at the Longbrake Student Wellness
Center to help students contact Ohio
Senator Sherrod Brown.

Scot Spirit Day showcases groups and clubs
zjzgrr

TIT

funded
cci

;.--- .
.

continued from p. 1
ble venture. ..the funding is there,
the resources are there, and
DomikeY guidance is just phenomenal."
Domike, previously
based in
Cambridge, England, brings to the
new Center a history of both academic and practical experience.
After earning a Ph.D. in Chemical
Engineering and Management from
MIT, Domike worked as an international management consultant for
change initiatives. He has also "been
involved in entrepreneurship previously," with experience at a small
MIT start-u- p company. As Director,
Domike will help design and implement the Center's programs as well
as assist ventures in progress.
The Center for Creativity and
Innovation will be hosting an open
house on Wednesday, Sept. 12, from
5 to 6:30 p.m. in Morgan 301.
Refreshments and examples of the
Center's involvement on campus will
be provided.
All are welcome to
attend.
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Sulaiman '09 visits the WOODS club table at Scotitpirit
Spirit Day last Friday. Many
campus organizations and clubs worked at tables from 4 to 6 p.ni. in order to recruit
and inform students about their programs. In addition, the Scot Band performed from
5 to 5:30 p.m. and the Lowry Dining Hall staff set up an outdoor barbeque on the patio
for dinner (Photo by Karin Johnson).
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Forum series to deal with environmental' issues
Aneesha Kumar
Voice Staff
The class of 20

has been greeted
by numerous additions to The College
1 1

of Wooster, including President
Cornwell. The Wooster Forum

"Green Footprints on the Blue
Planet" is a symbolic vision of how
our surroundings should be We must
learn to preserve and cherish what is
ours and paint that picture before we
lose it all. The series of lectures will
have four speakers from varied backgrounds. The lectures will take place
in McGaw Chapel, on various dates at
7:30 p.m. The events are free and open
to the public.

undergraduate degree in organisniic
and evolutionary development from
Harvard University and his Ph.D in
integrative biology from Berkeley, and
works in both the United States and
Africa.
In suit, Robert

attorney and a clinical professor.
Kennedy has used his career to help
the environment through such initiatives as helping Riverkeeper to restore
the Hudson River.
Ed Begley, Jr.., an actor who was featured on the television show "St.
Elsewhere," which received six Emmy
nominations,
will
present "Live
Simply So That Others May Simply
Live." He lias promoted enVironriien- tal ventures such
as solar power
w
Jim
and hybrid vehi- -

F. Kennedy Jr., son of
extends its welcome to the entire stuformer presidential candidate Robert
dent body this fall by presenting
F. Kennedy Sr. and author of "The
"Green Footprints on the Blue
Riverkeepers," will present "Our
Planet," a forum with an environmen
Environmental Destiny" on Thursday,
tal theme aimed
at .
creating
awareness ' and
understanding.
Cill.S.
In the past
To bring the
decade,
the
series to a close,
world
has
S a n. d r a
an
undergone
Steihgraber,
Tyrone D. Hayes
Robcrt-F- . Kennedy, Jr
Ed Begley, Jr.
Sandra Steingraber
author of the
Associate Professor of Integrative
amount of
Author and
Actor and
Author and expert on
Biology at the University of
Environmentalist
Environmentalist
environmental links to cancer book,
Living
change, primariCalifornia, Berkeley
Downstream: An
Photos courtesy OPI
ly due to global
Ecologist Looks
B.
warming.
The first presenter, Tyrone
Sept. 27. Having earned his B.A. in at Cancer and the Environment, will
The Wooster Forum is reaching out Hayes, an associate professor of biologovernment from Harvard College, present "From Raindrops to Amniotic
to illustrate a fine line between undergy at the University of California at his Juris Doctor degree from the Fluid
How
Chemical
standing global warming md working Berkeley, will discuss "From Silent University of Virginia Law School
Contamination of Water Threatens
to solve the problem. The first step Spring to Silent Night: What Do and an' LL.M. from the Pace Land Violates Human
Rights" on
towards tackling an issue is being Frogs Tell Us About Human Health?" University School of Law, he works Tuesday, Oct.
9. A graduate of the
aware of it and gaining knowledge. on Monday, Sept. 10. With main inter- -' for the Natural Resources Defense University' of
Michigan, she has
Once that is achieved, the rest depends ests in metamorphosis and sex differ- - Council and the Hudson Riverkeeper taught biology and is
considered an
on the individual, each one making his entiation, he focuses his research on as an attorney. He also works at the expert on how the
environment is
or her own contribution towards the ; how steroid hormones affect amphib-protectiPace University School of Law's linked to human health.
of our planet.
ian development. Hayes earned his. Environmental Litigation Clinic as an
Additional reporting by Chandra Asar
.
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Navigator missing in
desert since Monday

STUDfcNT
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Director of Although the Wellness Center budget will absorb the addiStudent '
Longbrake
tional costs of many contraceptives, Director Nancy
Wellness Center, said that College of
Anderson still urges students to, write to their representatives
Wooster students are largely unafabout the Deficit Reduction Act, a new law that removes
fected by the price increase because
the Wellness Center absorbed the funding for providing discounted contraceptive products to
much of the extra cost of the concolleges across the nation (Photo by Maureen Sill).
traceptives into their annual budget.

.

byte

byte

...

pregnant.
"The price steered me away," said
the student. "I don't blame them
The University of Illinois Clinic,
but I might not be in the situation I

.

bidfor White House

4-giga-

tions, will stop using oral contracep- -'
tion altogether.
In an Aug. 13 article, The Chicago
Sun Times wrote about the effect of
the new law. The article focused on a
pre-me- d
student at the University of
Illinois who, when the price of the
NuvaRing, a monthly vaginal contraceptive, more than doubled, got off
birth control altogether and became

Vjfl

Paul Gillmor (R- - Oh.) was found
dead in his apartment in Washingtoj
DC. Wednesday, said leadership a. Ides
for both the Republican land
Democratic parties.
The Ohio Representative (was 68
The cause of death has not been
determined.
,

8-giga-

female students at colleges and
liversities acrosstlje country are
feeling the pinch in their pockets as
the effects of the Deficit Reduction
Act of 2005 trickle out of
Washington. Signed by President
Bush in February 2006, the act slows
the growth of mandatory spending
for Medicaid and Medicare, saving
tax payers nearly $40 billion over
five years, but costing students
almost double on oral contraception
prescriptions.
,
Before the bill went into effect in
January, pharmaceutical companies
usually gave huge discounts to certain health care providers, including
colleges. The College of Wooster
sold oral contraceptives to students
for around $15. The discounts not
only made the contraceptives affordable to students, but also increased
profits for the drug companies.
The discounts were designed to
build a base of loyal consumers who
would continue to use the product
after graduation. Discounts given to
colleges were not included when calculating the rebates pharmaceutical
companies owed states participating
in Medicaid. According to The
Associated Press, now "discounts to
colleges mean drug manufacturers
have to pay more to participate in
Medicaid."
With about 39 percent of undergraduate women using oral contraceptives, health center officials at

'--

State Representative
found dead in D.C.

six-foot--

schools all across the country are
worried that students, unable to
afford the higher prices of prescrip-

Laura McHugh
Senior Writer
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A tale of two Woosters Feminism too obscure
a word today
atively scarce) college paychecks? The
obvious choice is whichever is cheaper.
We can gripe about the evil of large

Viewpoints Contributor
The city of Wooster is becoming the
model small city of America. It's
becoming a model city of middle
America because the North End looks
like it could be airlifted from Wooster
and plopped down just about'anywhere
else and fit in quite nicely. Large discount chain stores such as
rt
have helped make smal cities and towns
like Wooster universal. If you don't
know what
rt
or Staples is, then
chances, are you have been living under
a rock for most of the time you have
been in this country. I am all for the idea
of. small cities, such as Wooster, gaining
the commerce and benefits of places
like
rt
and Staples. They create
local jobs and more revenue, and who
could argue with that? But in Wooster,
the North End and downtown Wooster
are vastly separated.
What would you guess stands right
in the middle of these two separate
entities? Us! How ironic that 1,800 students stand right between the past and
the
future, of Wooster.
You see small towns that now include
Starbucks instead of local cofTee houses,
Home Depots instead of local "Mom &
Pop" hardware stores. Which do you
support with your
(and rel

corporations, but at the end of the day,
we are sitting on their futons and showering with their shampoo. Why is' it so
hard for us to start a
and change the ways in which we spend
our money?
Putting our money where our mouth
is is pricey. While we are paying the big
bucks, we don't always necessarily have
an extra two dollars to spend on local
goods versus the dirt cheap prices we
get from large corporations. But we
don't have the extra money to support
those businesses that keep the downtown alive. If there's a cheaper option
for college students, we're going to take
it. After we leave' Wooster, the
ss
will
still be here, tryowners
ing hard to compete with the large corporations that exist in the North End.
Our biggest problem is that people
mini-revoluti-

Wal-Ma-

Wal-Ma-

--

Wal-Ma-

small-busine-

,

ever-growi- ng

hard-earn-

on

like us, who hate to see small businesses
go, just can't seem to fight the large corporations that leave us at the end of the
day with more money in our pockets. I
guess "sticking it to the man" is harder

than

I

'

imagined.
,

,

'

This is Sarah's first editorial for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at

scqffinIOwooster.edu.

ed

College too bureaucratic
This learning institution serves its
role as educator, but tucked beneath the
College's role is the duality of the
patron-clierelationship. Just like any
other institution, as students choosing
to pay money to this particular college
and not the many
others that compete
against it in the
marketplace, we are
its clients.
This
client is disillunt

sioned, as this insti-

alexlans

tution prides itself
a multitude of edustudents
on offering
cational opportunities, yot'only within
its own defined bounds! That seems to
be the case as one navigates their way
through the unwilling and
administration that sets the policy at
The College of Wooster.
My argument is not without grounding. The College strictly discriminates
and denies educational opportunities
that may be offered over such mediums
as the Internet. This refusal may seem
illogical because the4lanket denial of a
particular medium shows both an'
unwillingness to allow for intellectual
exploration outside of the College's
standard- - offerings and a disregard for
potential courses that may be administered by institutions that are at the top
of their fields.
One might observe that these courses
could be taken in person; yet the schedules of some of these institutions are
incompatible with Wooster's, leaving no
other way to take advantage of course
rule-stick- ler

offerings elsewhere.
There is also a clear disregard for
programs that offer comparative benefits to those on Wooster's
off-camp-

already-approv- ed

us

list. The bureaucracy

requires that individuals apply for
exceptions to abroad policies by March

,

15, months away from actual program
dates. The logic seems to escape me that
institutions themselves cannot offer
potentially more beneficial programs

than the supposed approved programs
College of Wooster. Yet the
idea that the young adult may in fact
change his or her mind during these
months that elapse and that something
better that "might improve someone's
experience might come along seems

of The

forbidden.

A male friend of mine approached
me the other day to tell me that he
received his I.S. advisor and proclaimed, "I hear she is a feminist." I
was tempted to tea his word choice,
but we both knew what he meant and
I was not going to
ask him to define
the word feminist
in the middle of
Lowry Center.
"I Hear she is a
feminist."
katiefoulds
Normally
I
wouldn't think twice about such a
statement and let it pass as if he
she wore a blue shirt or she has
two kids. But I have been reading
Connie Shultz's new book, "...And his
Lovely Wife," in which she declares her
feminist proclivities ad nauseam and I
can't help but wonder, what exactly is a
feminist, and why do we still use the
word when its meaning has become so
obscure?
Don'J get me wrong, I did;;know
had-sai-

d

.

open. his mjuth around me
Of fear that

(igain,

he'wiir''"'"'1 '

out
I

ally serve to broaden the educational
horizons and enrich someone's education seeking experience. If you choose

to market yourself as an institution that
seeks to shape young minds, as we are
so commonly told, why is it that there is
a blanket refusal to look at other experiences that might offer a return on the
intellectual input?
I chose to be here for the fine liberal
arts education and the unique perspective on that education it chooses to offer.
This client unravels in his frustration
that this institution might frame his
knowledge only within the bounds of
its course' offerings and not allow for
this client to look outside the proverbial
box for reasonable extensions of
knowledge that might be offered
through other avenues. I hope this rings
true not only for me as an individual,
but for my colleagues as well, so they

.

'll!

i

,'.

!

i,

vague due to the explosion of countless
definitions since the 1960s. I find it collides with my definition of feminism,
which is one simple word: choice.
Connie Shultz lamented her decision

I)

!!!.

I cringe a little bit every time someone uses the word to describe another
person; it i outdated and much too

to quit her regular column at The Plain
Dealer to campaign for her husband,
Sen. Sherrod Brown. She described her
decision as one that challenged her
feminist leanings. I disagree" with her. I
think her choictreW$m;f theidcais'of
feminism in that she was able to dictate
Mil
lier' own
path.
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Doerr urges editorialist to consider
John Stuart Mill's "On Liberty"
"Complete liberty of contradicting personal bias which the individual is
rently find ourselves in. Why? It is
and disproving our opinion is the often unaware of. Also, the facts that
for the reason Mill states in "On
very condition which justifies us in follow a set of actions, on their face, Liberty," when we stifle' debate and
assuming its truth for purposes of do not tell whether those actions
the exchange of opinion, when we
action; and on no other ferms can a were the appropriate ones to take. To ignore the opinions of those who disbeing with human faculties have any recognize mistakes requires an evalu- -. agree with us and then impose that
rational assurance
ation of those facts. Conversing with-onopinion upon the liberty of others, we
of being right."
another, taking one another's
open ourselves to a terrible, dangerJohn Stuart Mill, evaluations seriously, is the best way
ous and, worst of all, entirely avoid".i
"On Liberty."
of guaranteeing confidence in a given
able kind of error, that of our bias in
In this passage,
course of action.
favor of our opinion'and the opinions
It is therefore damning to a particof those who agree with us.
J Mill provides a
standard for deter- - ular individual's ability to have the
Brian, you are not alone in making
mikedoerr
mining the legiti- - best opinion available when that indi
this mistake. The Bush administra
macy of a given opintion has been in
ion. It is only when all
the business of.
Brian (Frederico), you
alone in
e

mi!

afr

fruit tf

ri t'liAit
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opinion-formatio-

outside the box and to the limit.

The Voice welcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to 3 87, The Wooster Voice, College
of Wjaoster, Wooster, OH 44691.
.
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d

are not

making
this mistake. The Bush administration, has been
in the business of telling American citizens
what counts as justified criticism..."

This is Alex's first editorial for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at

can empathize with .me and will push
the envelope and extend their education

1

I

by those 'guide-

ist

,

Feministcampus.org passesout stickers that read, 'This is what a feminist,
looks iike." I understand that "tfieir purr
r
I

anti-femin-

inspire another ediand much too vague
"('Feminism') is
torial) was trying to
wm I
'
when
he
say
to the explosion
countless definitions backbone and i do
described his I.S.
not think groups
'
r- ii-- i
i
advisor. But that is since
1960 s. It findi it collides withi my defini- like femimstcam-tio- n
because I have some
should con"
feminism... choice "
Torg
context, considering
demn women who
I know the person
"
make such choices.
who spoke the words. Had someone pose is to promote women's rights,
No two wonfen are the same and a
that I don't know said something simiespecially reproductive rights, but the
woman's choice is dependent on her
lar I would have been lost.
Web site gives an entirely different
individualized goals. Ferris Bueller
Everyone has differing ideas of what impression. In fact, it is groups like this probably said it most perfectly with
a feminist is and what she ought to be.
that force me to question the current
in my opinion are not good. A
With myriad implications that accomfeminist movement. The site proudly person should not believe in an -i- sm; he
pany the word, who can give it a clear boasts that it is "the world's largest should believe in himself."
definition, and does a clear and fundaStudent network." Does a
mental definition even exist anymore?
in chief of the Voice.
feminist have to be
For that Katie is a
I
She can be reached for 'comment at
When was younger, I believed that matter, does a feminist have to be liberthe word feminist was synonymous al? Does she have to view man as the kfouUsOSwooster.edu.

that oPin- ion escapes refutation,
that the individual hold- ing the opinion can find
any confidence in its
correctness. It is, by this standard, irrational to assume an opinion is true if it
is not subjected to this kind of scrutiny,
which entails a systematic political liberty as the condition for appropriate

C--

ered an
lines.

.

that sends you in loops. Paperwork that
seems to be fruitless as administrators
refuse to listen to logic that might actu-

e-m- ail

to support Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign? Does she have to dress a
certain way or look a certain way? And
does a woman with a backbone who
pursues her own interests have to be a
feminist? I certainly don't think so and
if feminism is defined in those strict
terms, then I am certainly not jumping
on that train. In fact, I would be consid-

inist."

.

1

enemy? Does a feminist have to choose
a career over children? Does she have

v

Even if you sought to navigate the
system you face the endless paperwork

Voice

with the Indigo Girls, Gloria Steinem
and my music teacher, Mrs. Southard.
These women were strong, driven and
a little funky but cool.
They were iconic to my idea of the
feminist cause because they knew what
they wanted and they got whatever
that was. But' as I got a little older,
entered college and began a little
process we like to call "I.S.".I realized
that a feminist can be many different'
things and I think our society often forgets that. In fact, I don't think the
word even fits in today's society. It is
just too difficult to decipher what a
feminist is and what a feminist is not.
Certain groups aim to define the
word and exclude women who do not
uphold their definition. With so many
limiting ideas of what a feminist ought
to be, the word has become too obscure
and even creates tension among
women whose beliefs and choices may
not align with those of a typical "fem-

:

Sarah Coffin

n.

This line of thought recognizes
the unfettered critical exchange of
ideas and will generally favor the
survival of the best opinions in the
exchange. Why is it that testing
one's opinion through discourse is far
better than ignoring the concerns of
one's felloys?
.
It is because the human mind is
limited in knowledge and subject to

,

.

vidual dismisses, prima facie, the opinion of everyone in a given society
except a small group who is engaged
in the same project they are, and
thinks the same way they do.
It is the most dangerous and
gravest of errors to impose that
unchecked opinion on others, and is
the quickest path to violating the just
liberty of the individual.
Brian Frederico, advice such as
"Leave the conflict management to
the generals where it belongs.
Civilians have no place dictating war
plans to the military" is what has gotten us into the mess in Iraq we cur- -

telling American

citizens' exactly
what counts as

justified
cism of

criti-

their

,

Iraq policy.
You, along with the Bush administration, have told people who disagree with the war in Iraq that they
are not taking things seriously. I ask
you to reconsider exactly who is taking this war seriously.
Is it those civilians who are
informing themselves and engaging
in a critical debate on the subject or is
it those who are instead telling us all
whether or not we have the right to
speak?
-

-

it

Mike is a regular contributor to the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
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DePaul University has
no academic integrity
Enormous academic dishonesty has taken place during the past several
months and, though not entirely under the radar, the story hasn't gotten attention for what it is. Or was. I speak of the crucifixion of Norman Finkelstein, a
er
professor of political science at DePaul University, the nation's premier Catholic scholastic institution. Finkelstein got his star quotient when, in
book "From Time
the late 1980s, he blasted Joan Peters'
Immemorial," which posited that there were no Palestinians
when the Zionists settled and colonized there, demonstrat-- I
ing that the book was fraudulent.
'f
f
Along with collaborator Ruth Bettina Birn, Finkelstein
now-form-

since-discredit-ed

1

aemonsnea uaniei jonan uuiunageu s even muit i iuhu-lo"Hitler's Willing Executioners," which practically cast
blame for the Nazi crimes on the entire German people. Only
alexcacioppo
now has his latest, hatchet act cost him a perch as a professor.
The book he put to the saw blade is the eminent Harvard professor Alan
Dershowitz's "The Case for Israel," which was published in the wake of the
Second Intifada and, some time later, Operation Defensive Shield, in which the
Israel Defense Forces (IDF) demolished the Palestinian refugee camp at Jenin.
Dershowitz didn't take this lying down, to his credit, though his "Case" was
anything but airtight. From my own analysis, Dershowitz systematically misand
represents and distorts nearly every key argument in his book
Finkelstein was correct in pointing them out as he went out to demolish
Dershowitz and his status as a learned man in his "Beyond Chutzpah." It's a
withering read in which every other sentence seeks to utterly smash
Dershowitz's credibility, indeed, his status as a human being. Which is not with- us

Naiso

Illustration by Patrick Byrne. Send comments to pbyrne09wooster.edu.

Gore won't run, though he should
When I look at polls that ask who
would best run our country, the
names
Hillary Clinton, Rudy
Giuliani, Barack Obama and Fred
Thompson top the list. While all of
these candidates would probably be
presidents
fine
(minus Giuliani),

0

I

there

is

another

change was, to our best knowledge,
extremely sobering. We are afraid of

argue that while judgment is very
important, experience is what forms
your judgment. It is impossible to
correctly judge a situation if you're
not familiar with your boundaries.
A big difference between judgment
and experience is that experience can
be measured and analyzed ijyhile it is
impossible to do the same with judgment, especially without experience
to back it.
It all comes back to how one has
performed in the past. So you can go
out and say that Obama has great

terrorists?
What we should really be afraid of
is not taking care of a world that will
soon be providing for our children
children's children. We fight
terrorism and vote for the president
we identify with because we want to
preserve the life that has treated us
'
the way it has.
.
We've been taking the Earth for
granted, the resources are running
out and it is time we did something
about it for real.
'

--

not
providing
children
granted."
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does-he-have-the-judgment-to-be-pre-
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Hillary Clinton may win nomination,
but she cannot nab the general election
Hillary Clinton is on the fast track
to make history. Never in history has
there been a female presidential nomand Clinton leads Barack
inee
Obama, her next closest challenger,
by almost 20 percentage points in
many early polls.
idea
The
of
V Clinton as the
Democratic nominee would be infuriating for staunch
iffconservatives.
andrewvogel

V

)(,

-

Unfortunately,

didate in this race. Political analysts
have looked at why Clinton is so
hated by the moderate and far right.
The reasons forthis strong dislike
against Clinton are not clear cut.
Is it due to her comment on the
campaign trail in 1992 when she said
that she chose a career when she
could have "stayed home and baked
cookies"
a comment that was
viewed as insensitive to full-tihomemakers?
Is it due to flak she caught as part
of the Monica Lewinski scandal,
when critics said that not filing for
divorce was enabling her husband's
indiscretions. Others said outright
that Clinton was staying in a failed
marriage to maximize her political
power.
Clinton was criticized for her failed
health care initiative that failed to
pass in Congress and all but went up
in flames in 1994. Clinton also
caught flak for the Whitewater scandal in 1996, but was never formally
charged with any wrongdoing. None
of these instances jump out as a
tremendous strike against her. Yet,
for some reason, people just hate
Hillary Clinton.
As much as the Right hates her,
they would like nothing more than
me

however, the proposition is even
scarier for Democrats.
Clinton went into the 2008 campaign as the Democratic front runner. She has the name recognition,
the credentials and the experience.
While U.S. Senator Barack Obama
(D-Iand former U.S. Senator John
Edwards have posed some competition, Clinton is still far ahead in the
early polls.
In a recent poll conducted by the
Washington Post, Clinton leads the
pack with 45 percent of the vote
with Obama trailing behind with
around SO percent and Edwards in a
distant third with 12 percent. Clinton
is well equipped to win the nomination; it's the general election that
Democrats should
be worried about
Why? Simply put,
Clinton cant win the
ed
the.
L)

-

While

Clinton

may be fairly well-likby the Left, she
ed

,

the polls to vote against Hillary. The
, Republicans- would love to see
Hillary as the Democratic nominee,
because they would have a field day
against her. There is a very good
chance that if Clinton ran, 2008
would be remembered as the biggest
smear campaign in history.
Conversely, Obama and Edwards
but to a greater degree Obama
would have a very good shot at win
ning the general election, especially
given that the group of Republican
candidates are looking like anything
but a powerhouse. While Obama has
been criticized for his lack of experience, he has the ability to appeal not
only to liberals, but also to independents and moderates.
He is personable, charismatic and
likable. Clinton is savvy and experienced, but she is not likable.
Rightfully or not, perceived likeabili-ty- is one of the biggest factors in
November. While Clinton has many
strong qualities, likeability isn't one
of them.
None of this is to say that Clinton
would not make a good president.
Clinton has been around Washington
and is no stranger to playing politics.
Clinton has a strong background in education, international affairs and health-car- e.
However,
-

conservatives.

virtually all conservatives.
Winning the party nomination
depends on how strong of a base certain candidates have. Winning the
and

general election is about the ability
to convert moderates, independents
and swing voters. Clinton has a great
shot at pulling off the former, but
virtually no shot at doing the latter.
Why? She's too disliked to win a
majority of the vote.
Clinton is the most polarizing can- -

see her win the Democratic nomination. Why? It makes for such an easy
campaign strategy. While currently
the Republican candidates have been
taking swipes at each other, once the
general election rolls around, all conservatives would be united in digging up dirt against Clinton. It
wouldn't matter who the Republican
candidate was, be it Rudy Giuliani,
John McCain, Mitt Romney or even
Fred. Thompson.
Voters would show up in droves at

out question; at ohe point he attempted to turn tables bypublicly accusing
Finkelstein's mother of having been a kapo. His parents were actually survivors
of the Warsaw ghetto and Nazi death camps; his father survived Auschwitz.
What's relevant here, in terms of academic freedom, is the punishment
against Finkelstein that was due to the campaign Dershowitz launched to pressure DePaul to deny him tenure. The substance of Dershowitz's jihad against
academic integrity zeroes in on three central points: the willful ignorance of
human rights literature, the methodology of character defamation, and the
zealotry of defending the Israeli government at all costs. Any deviance from the
debate is placed must be severeacceptable bounds in which the
ly punished, therefore, even to the length of destroying someone's academic,
career for exposing brazen lies.
.
I have tried to verify matters for myself as I followed this story for several
months and have carefully pored through "Beyond Chutzpah" and The Case" and
not just' settle the analysis by concluding that the situation is a "controversial"
one. With all
professor (as Finkelstein is often referred) versus a
of his. vicious distortions of Finkelstein's work, Dershowitz is not interested in
the necessary controversies that spur needed debate. His latest book argues that
the Religious Right threatens the Declaration of Independence. Shocking! And
the preceding book criticized preemptive war! Boy, he'd better be careful with dangerous ideas like those. (Hope he doesn't get into a big tenured professor position
at a prestigious institution somewhere.)
So much is distorted in the often-heatdebate that surrounds this that it's
best to keep to the basic facts. The alleged basis for the denial of tenure, and the
subsequent official removal of his teaching post, can be found in a dossier that
the DePaul personnel committee sent to the Political Science Department, dated
November 2006, which examined the kerfuffle case by case. It reads in part that
"many-- of the materials enclosed pressing against tenure "are frankly ideological or ad hominem in nature" (p. 3). The committee concluded, "None of the
individual allegations we examined seem tp be examples of academic misconduct or dishonesty" (p. 1).
A search of the LexisNexis database finds few detractors of Finkelstein.
Criticism is, of course, to be applauded, but not in the form of personal attacks
that accompany these: he's a "notorious basher of Israel and Zymism" (Moshe
Kohn in the Jerusalem Post), "conspiracy theorist" (Goldhagen himself, in the
Frankfurter Rundschau), "rabidly
(Paul Lungen, Canadian Jewish
Jew, like the kind you find under a rock"
News) and "a disgusting,
(Leon Wieseltier of the New Republic).
The dictates of fairness compel me to add that Finkelstein isn't cleared" of
that kind of critique; he sometimes brings personal invective to the table, if
that's how you look at a very harsh rebuttal of an idiotic point. (And his claim
that Dershowitz has caricatured himself as "the tough Jew.") But this isn't a
.
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"He's a 'notorious basher of Israel and
Zionism,' 'conspiracy theorist,' 'rabidly
and 'a disgusting,
Jew, like
the kind you find under a rock.'"
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pissing contest. What matters is who has a better hold of the facts, and on that
count Finkelstein, and the cause of academic freedom and integrity throughout
this country, deserve better than this indefensible and unjustifiable.sequence of
events has spelled out. '
In a personal correspondence, Finkelstein told me that he'd love to "put the
nightmare of the past year behind me." Dershowitz had publicly made a challenge for anyone to find any historical claim in his "Case" that is false; if so, he
pledged to pay the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) $10,000. Upon
telling Finkelstein that I'd found (at the very least, by my highly conservative
count) nine clearly wrong claims, amounting tp a lump sum of $90,000, he shot
back, "I wouldn't want him to give the money to Abu Mazen's (Mahmoud
Abbas) thugs in the PLO since it would go straight into their secret Swiss bank
accounts!" Generally, he found the matter "quite funny." After I respectfully
relayed the nine falsehoods to Dershowitz, he didn't bother to respond.
Finkelstein was denied tenure in June, although the Political Science
Department in which he taught "voted 3 in favor" and the College Personnel
fairly well
Committee was unanimous ),
according to Chicago Jewish News, which
her
quoted DePaul's Liberal Arts and Sciences Dean Charles Suchar as saying that
that may be
by
some of Finkelstein's material "border(s) on character assassination." The next
all The last 10 month, the Illinois Conference 6f the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) expressed their "object(ion) to the reasoning of' the
months have been
very profitable for University Board on Promotion and Tenure (U.B.P.T.)," .which had, according1 to
the Chronicle of Higher Education, opposed tenuring him.
Democrats.
the
"The sole basis of denying tenure, it appears," the AAUP added, "is the
They now have control of both the
House and the Senate.
criterion ... invoked" by DePaul president Rev. Dennis Holtschneider,
For the first time the top three "calling Dr. Finkelstein's work 'deliberately hurtful' and denouncing him for his
Democratic candidates have raised 'inflammatory style' and 'personal attacks' in his writings." Holtschneider found
more money than the top three no "compelling reasons" to reverse it. With his remaining course cancelled on
Republican candidates. However, if Aug. 28, Finkelstein immediately declared his intention to continue teaching
and, if necessary, face jail time and undergo a hunger strike until he gets his job
Clinton is named the Democratic
nominee this summer, the momen- - back. Shortly before he died in late August, Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg
turn will quickly shift.
commented in the Chicago Tribune that he had "a sinking feeling about the
.
damage this will do to academic freedom." Indeed it has sunk quite low.
Andrew is a Sports editor for the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at avo- - Alex is the editor of the Viewpoints section of the Voice. He can be reached
for your
gellOwooster.edu.
comments and complaints at acacioppo09wooster.edu.
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Left," she is .Viscerallv hated
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is viscerally hated
by a good number of independents

controversies that spur needed debate. His latest
book argues that the Religious Right threatens
the Declaration of Independence. Shocking!"
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change but
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a presidential election,
think its judgment, but
make
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also
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would
How do
pretty safe to say that he lias the most
of
our environexperience and familiarity with being you really know, considering that he priorities to take care
President without having taken the has barely scratched the surface of mental situation which as far as we
know is in dire jeopardy. So write a
ihe political spectrum?
job before.
Gore also has the upper hand in my letter to Gore and try to .convince
Many people would argue that
experience is .not- as important as book because of his position on the. him to runl He will benefit our counusually
judgment,
mentioning .environment. "Fahrenheit 9 11" may try and our world.
have been a window into Gore s perObama as an example of jpod judgsonal life we vwished we hadn't looked This is Marty's first editorial for the
ment and Richard Nixon as an examVoice. He can be reached for comment at
ple of how experience can go wrong through but, feelings aside, the informschneiderlOwooster.edu.
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Molly Lehman

With two weeks of classes completed, memories of orientation must
seem distant to most first-yestudents. I know it happened to me
ar
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Summer blockbusters face student reviewers
Faithfulfan satisfied with "The Simpsons Movie"
There was a time in my life, midthrough my elementary school

cussion boards, read the episode
guides and, in general, dutifully exercised all of the necessary routines of

way

'that first week of orientation (international orientation is longer than gen
eral orientation), a
whirlwind of lectures,
seminars,

career, when, having outgrown my
Power Rangers phase, I suddenly
found myself relatively disinterested
in television.
Turning on the TV I would often
stare with great
sessions
apathy at the vast
and a whole lot of
array of soap
fun; and then the
operas, sitcoms,
plunge
action
shows,
anoopparik sudden
into regular col
kids' shows, poor
lege life. All of a sudden campus was
excuses for sketch
davidyontz
s,
teeming with not just
but
comedy and other
upperclassmen, too.
assorted
proI remember feeling a little lost, even
grams that failed to etch a smiley face
as domestic students emerged on a
into the dull surface of my prepubes-ce- nt
fine Wednesday evening. You see, for
heart.
the first three or four days that I was
Then one day I happened to watch a
here, the campus had an almost surrecomplete episode of 'The Simpsons"
al atmosphere: the chirping cicadas
that changed my life permanently.
and the scampering squirrels accentuFrom that day onward I made a conating the relative absence of people,
scious effort not only to watch the
the sudden sight of a lone bagpiper reruns on FOX every day after school,
coaxing the instrument to bend to his the new episodes on FOX every
qt her will, the strangeness of the Sunday evening and the other set of
buildings that would eventually be as reruns on UPN at night, but also to
familiar as home.
readily absorb every bit of Simpsons
In thfc hope of capturing at least a
trivia I could acquire. I learned the
glimmer of that first week here once names of the writers arid producers of
again, 1 applied to be a member of the
the show, studied any
'
International Student Orientation
literature I could find, .reliCommittee (ISOC) and got to experimengiously kept a dictionary-lengt- h
ence that first week all over again, tal reference guide of all my favorite
albeit from the altered perspective of quotes, participated in the online dis
a junior.
Things weren't all' that different
(except maybe for ttye weather, which
the first-yea- rs
might agree wasn't
quite inviting for the first few days),
"Stardust" is a whimsical fantasy
and the looks on the faces of the stuwith beautiful cinematography and a
dents as the airport shuttles rolled
precious, original
down Beall Avenue were distinctly
storyline.
akin to the faces that I had seen all
The film, based
around me just a couple years ago.
on the novel of
Whether your first few hours here
the same name
are spent roaming around campus or
by fantasy sci-- fi
collapsing into bed probably depends
author Neil Gai-ma- n,
on how long you have travelled, but no
stars Charabbygordon
force in the world '(not'tJveW sleep, that
lie Cox as a
most hallowed of all 'gods for college
young man) named Tristan living in
students) can prevent ybU from craning the village of Wall.
your neck to absorb every possible bit
Tristan is determined to win the
of the campus until the bus rolls to a

super-fando-

Having said this, I think I have at
least begun to illustrate the immense
expectations I harbored for "The
Simpsons Movie." Indeed, when I
stepped foot into that dark, womb-lik- e
chamber of a movie theater on July 27,
it was not as a man who had passively
watched one or two episodes of the
show and decided to go ahead and
check out the movie on the
that it might provide an excuse for
pulling the pi' "pretend like I'm laughing so hard I accidentally fall out of
my seat and into the lap of a beautiful

--

off-chan-

first-year-

behind-the-scen-

es

m.

ce

woman" ploy.

.

On the contrary, I entered that
movie theater as a man who had been
waiting for this movie to be released
ever since rumors of negotiations by
FOX for a Simpsons film contract first
surfaced on the. Internet Movie
database four years prior. '
Alas, now that you have fairly good
understanding of my expectations for
this movie, I think it is time to say
that, all things considered, I thought
"The Simpsons Movie" was satisfying.
Granted, it did not quite live up to
the lofty standards set by the show's
glory days, (seasons two through
seven, in my humble opinion).
However, it certainly represented a

Illustration by Jennifer Jones.

,

marked improvement upon the rather
lackluster installments of the past
four seasons.
The film possessed all the necessary
elements of a good "Simpsons"
episode: a little bit of slapstick here, a
little bit of social commentary there, a
rs
here,
smidge of memorable
a dash of pop culture references there
and just the right amount of subver-

quality of the animation to make it
well worth the price of its admission
ticket,

When you combine all these selling
points with the fact that the film also
made a solid effort to achieve a higher
emotional depth and greater character
development than the series, I would
say that overall it is nearly impossible
.for a true Simpsons fan not to be
pleased with the final result of years
of dedicated effort from this film's
plethora of talented writers and producers. I, for one, will continue to
maintain my respect for this timeless
sple of American entertainment.
v

one-line-

sive humor.

In addition to staying true to these
expectations, the movie
also incorporated nearly all the multitudinous minor , characters of the
show and expanded the scope and
time-test-

ed

'

"Stardust" a sweet return to childhood fairy tales

stop beside Lowry Center.
College, so they say, is the most
exciting time of your life. Add a pinch

of nervousness and the fact that
you're studying in a foreign country to
this and your enthusiasm towards college life is heightened quite a bit. If
you are a domestic, student, imagine
going to a college in, say, Oman, never
having visited the country before. ' '
It isn't easy to move to a new country for your education but it certainly
can be rewarding. I remember talking
about what he
to one of the first-yea- rs
the
day after
thought of Wooster
everyone arrived ahd he frankly admitted his nervousness. And (risking making me look like an octogenarian) it
to hear him
was quite
speak thus.
Orientation allows first-yea- rs
to discover their peers before they are
expected to find their place within the
entire college community. Friendships
that I formed during orientation are
still going strong and I can see the
same happen for the class of 201 1.
The most rewarding thing about
being part of the ISOC for me was
that I came to discover another bunch
of people from all over the world
who get along wonderfully well with
each other and now seem to be carv-in- g
a place for themselves in the community, ready to make their mark and
heart-warmi-

heart of Victoria,

a beautiful but
superficial girl (Sienna Miller).
One night, the couple sees a star
fall on the other side of the wall that
separates the village from the
enchanted kingdom of Stormhold.
. Tristan must cross the wall
a
forbidden act which has been carried
and return
out only once before
with the star in order to woo the
'
'
object of his affection.
It doesn't take much effort to find
the star,' but it is not what he expected at all and it provides a whole new

Anoop Parik '09 is an Economics

and English major from Calcutta,
India. He is a member of the
South Asia Committee and the
International Student Onentation
Committee.

'International Insights";
is a weekly column
that focuses on events;
discussions and viewpoints of both international and American
students.

If you're interested in
contributing, contact
at
Parik
Anoop
aparik09wooster.edu

ters and anyone who still likes to get
lost in a bit of quixotic childhood
magic, but it lacks the action and
darkness that draws most young
adults and males to fantasy movies
and the perfectly happy ending might
draw a few eye rolls.
Still, for anyone looking to get in
touch with your inner idealist or
romantic, "Stardust" will awaken it
'with its beautiful'scenery, 'enchanting special effects, and themes of
family bonds, love
and hope.

all-st-
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Men of Harambee Alumni Chapter to host campus reception tomorrow

'
-

!

The Men of Harambee Alumni Chapter will be hosting a
reception in Gault Alumni Center from 4 to 6 p.m. on
Saturday following their fall meeting.
This organization is an extension of the campus group and
serves as a network of Wooster alumni who offer mentoring
to Wooster students and also organize volunteer efforts.
Civic leaders, lawyeVi artists, physicians, professors, entrepreneurs, war veterans, corporate leaders and housing
providers are among its members. Students interested in
meeting members of this group and learning more about its
services are invited to attend. At left are Men of Harambee
Lawrence Lindsey '05, Stephen
members. Standing ):
):
'05, Will Torres "05. Seated
Clark
Sheffield '07, Jason Reed '07, Alex Kyerematen '06, Steven
Richards '07 (Photo courtesy Will Torres).
(L-R-

Osei-Kufuo-
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leave a legacy.

series of problems.
During his quest to return home
with the star, he encounters many
obstacles and opponents (as well as
ar
an
cast, including an ethereal Claire Danes as Yvaine, a hilariously flamboyant, Robert DeNiro as
Captain Shakespeare and a fabulously wicked Michelle Pfeiffer as
Lamia).
The movie is definitely ''hot' 'for
everyone: it is clearly geared toward
ni'
"'
"children and families.
I would recommend it for babysit

(L-R-

ur

Campus gets ready to Party on the Green
mon for agents
and bands to hold
out for more
money; some acts
even
changed
their minds about
coming if certain
demands
were
not met.
"There was one

Taylor Swope
Chief Copy Editor
you haven't realized this
already, Wooster is proud of its traditions. We receive a Tootsie.Roll
upon completion of Senior I.S. Last
February, Kauke Arch was filled
with several feet of snow and class
was cancelled the next day.
Party on the Green 2007 is happening next week on the residential
quad. This is yet another longstanding tradition at Wooster. There are
live bands and a DJ, and beer will be
served to students 2 1 and older.
Caitlin Quinn '10 is a student with
uite a lot of responsibility this
year. She, along with her Wooster
Dan
Activites Crew music
Miraldi '09, was in charge of booking acts for this year's event.
Quinn's planning has certainly
paid off because Shop Boyz, a rap
group from Atlanta, will be performing their Top 40 song "Party like a
Rockstar" as well as other singles
from their new album.
band . is
The
which
Quinn says
American Bang,
sounds like "a dirty southern rock
band; they are a more commercial
Kings of Leon."
Organizing the event wasn't easy,
said Quinn, who explained that
"booking a band is exactly like you
would expect it to be." It was com

If

co-ch-

co-headl- iner

point

where

O

Q

tf

I

chose to cancel
one band we had
originally lined
up because I felt

that

Wooster

needed a bigger
act," she said. She
feels that was the
best decision, but
said "that band
was definitely not

air

happy."

'

She has certainly been challenged
by her position as director of music
for the WAC, but hailing from
Nashville, where her father is in the
music business, has given her a
unique level of confidence in planning this year's Party on the Green.
"Since I was a little kid, I have
been tagging along with my dad to
concerts and studios, which I think
has made me feel more comfortable
speaking with intimidating agents,
managers and musicians," she
explained.

Photo courtesy American Bans.
Perhaps one of the reasons Party
on the Green has been so successful
historically is because beer is served
to those of legal drinking age. The
College does, however, have a
detailed policy regarding
parties, and there is a limit of four
kegs per event.
director of WAC Anna
Hurley shared Quinn's enthusiasm.
"The group we have this year is all
about making this event awesome
and they've done a great job," she
said. "The music chairs have worked
hard to book good acts and put
all-cam-

Co-execut-

ive

pus

together every element in a new and
exciting way."
Past acts that have appeared at
Party on the Green include "Dead
Eye Dick" in 1999, "Blessid Union of
Souls" in 20OO and "Naughty by
Nature" in 2001.
Marcus Haddon '09, also known as
DJ Memphis, will deejay as an opening act as well as provide music in
between acts.
Party on the Green 2007 is next
Friday, Sept. 14, beginning at 7 p.m.
Come out and party like the rock
stars you are.

jf
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Summer blockbusters The sublime and the super bad
:

More summer movie
reviews, continued from

the Features section!
Checkout our staffers'
assessments of
"Superbad," "Pirates 3" and
"Transformers."

Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
Blockbusters are a refuge and a
godsend for bored vacation-goe- rs
everywhere.
Sometimes, it's a delight to see what
Hollywood studios have created for
our entertainment, and each movie
theater becomes an
oasis of escapism.
popcorn-scente- d
However, more often than not, or at
least more often than we wish it were
true, the splendid promise of the
action-fille- d
blockbuster fails us.
"The Pirates of the Caribbean: At
World's End" and Michael Bay's
"Transformers" contain both failures
and triumphs of this summer's
air-conditio-

ned,

but also dead.
In fact, it begins as gruesomely as
possible at the gallows, as numerous
pirates are hanged by Lord Cuttler
Beckett (Tom Hollander) and his
goon squad of British officials in an
attempt to keep some semblance of
order within the Caribbean.
Never fear, though, because Lord
Beckett, much like Megatron of
Transformers, is the Bad Guy, and he
will get his just desserts by the end of
the movie.
Will Turner (Orlando Bloom) and.
Elizabeth Swann (Keira Knightley)
spend the first part of the film trying
to save Jack's soul from the.trippy
pirate limbo, Davy Jones' Locker, and

afterwards set off to save all of

pirate-kin- d.

The story is everywhere, but then
again, so are the characters. Their
journey takes them through Singapore
to meet Sao Feng (Chow Yun Fat), the
resident pirate lord and, disturbingly,
Asian stereotype of
the
this summer's cinema.
Each character is written with a few
ambiguously murderous qualities,
though, and even the villains are given
at least a redeeming aspect or two.
But while the characters soar, the
story becomes tiring.
Compared to "Transformers," the
adventure plot of the third installment in the "Pirates" films is formula
old-fashion-

ed

Michael Bay has a fresh take on the
1984 Hasbro line of toys, and has
film
given the franchise a
of mouth-waterifight sequences
and heavily praised special effects.
Captain Sparrow's eyeliner and
drunken swagger have a difficult time
competing with the pretty, complicated-looking
machinery that makes up
the Autobots.
The slightly manic, teenaged Sam
Whitwhicky (Shia LaBeouf) dominates the first half of the movie, comically lusting after Mikaela Banes
(Megan Fox) and discovering the
secrets of his new car, an intelligent
Chevrolet Camaro that goes by the
name of Bumblebee.
ic.

live-acti- on

Long-tim-

very familiar, though still different
from the original storyline.
The refreshing character building
ends when the real heroes, Optimus
Prime and the Autobots, show themselves to Sam and explain their quest
for the Allspark.
The story weakens considerably for.
the last half of the movie, but at this
point, those lovely, realistic special
effects begin, and all plot holes are forgiven as the viewers accept the
placed before them.
Overall, "Transformers" is much
more fun than the third "Pirates"
movie. While "Pirates" suffers under
a difficult plot fully understood
after
viewings,
multiple
only
"Transformers" rolls along with an
energetic pace that only falters once
or twice during the second half of the

"

ng

eye-can- dy

'
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"

film.

Each has its mandatory climactic
action sequence - a showdown against
the Decepticons for the valiant robots,
a maelstrom for the pirates
that
stretches for a large chunk of the
movie, each challenging the viewer's
patience.
But while the "Pirates" movies
appear to be fizzling to a close, the
ending of this summer's "Transformers" promises a sequel that will perhaps, be as adrenaline-fille-d
as its predecessor. Everywhere, blockbuster fans
and action junkies can rejoice. '

-

movies.

"Pirates" came out fairly early in the
summer, drunkenly swaggering into
theaters with all the spastic charm of
the best-lovcharacter in the film,
Jack
Captain
Sparrow (Johnny Depp).
The plot twists and turns in on
itself like the octopus legs of the second movie's dreaded Kraken.
The
problem is that the film begins with
the famed captain not only
ed

off-scre-en,

Gillian Helwig
Arts & Entertainment Editor

"Superbad" has serious talent in its
in "Knocked
Up," "Accepted" and "Grandma's
Boy," and Cera, of TV's short-live- d
but critically-acclaime- d
"Arrested
Development," both have extensive
comedic experience and talent, but it
is their true chemistry that is fun to
watch in both outrageous and subdued scenes.
Mintz-Plasis flawless as Fogell,
and his interactions with Hader and
Rogan are unpredictable and entertaining.
Rogan, who began writing the
script for "Superbad" with a friend in
high school, should bv thrilled 'with
believable characters and more ' the outcome of his concept!,', .v
heartfelt emotional themes behind
Acting as both a writer for and a
the hilarity.
performer in the film, his distinct
Look behind the liberal use of prois
sense
of humor
evident
fanity and the multitude of penis and
throughout.
Well-writtpussy jokes, and you'll find relatable
and
and time-testmessages about
"Superbad" definitely lives up to
friendship and being yourself.
its hype.
Standing alone, these themes seem
The only Complaint I had, and have
trite and overused, but punctuated
heard from others, was that, with one
with the hilarious and believable
quotable line after another, the diabanter between the friends, their love
logue constantly out-doitself,
interests and Officers Slater and making it impossible to remember all
Michaels (Bill Hader and Seth
of the hilarious quotes. As movie
Rogan), the morals of the story are critiques go, though, that is far from
newly interesting.
negative.

cast, Hill, who appeared

Coming from the guy who produced "Anchorman," "The
Old Virgin" and "Knocked Up,"
"Superbad" was destined to be a hit
with the college set.
In recent years, Judd Apalow has
been involved with several immense- -'
ly popular films, and many expected
that this film would deliver in the
same way, giving teens and
quips to repeat for months
to come.'
Needless to say, I was incredibly
excited to see ''Boperbad," but I was
also cautiously dptvmistic.
Not that it was completely over-hypto the point of certain failure,
.but I did hear one particularly
obnoxious commercial claiming that
"Superbad" was "that movie" that
would define generation and whose
quotes would live on forever on the
tongues of enthusiastic movie-goer- s.
Despite my tentative fears, I left
the theatre incredibly impressed and
wildly entertained.
The movie follows best friends
Evan (Michael Cera) and Seth (Jonah'
Hill) and their third wheel and
accomplice
McLovin
Fdgell
40-Ye- ar-

20-some-th-

fans will find this all

e

se
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ed

Graphic illustration by Jennifer Jones.
(Christopher

on a
excursion at the end of
their high school careers.
Their misadventures begin with
the quest for alcohol and girls, as the
characters also try to reconcile the
fact that their days together are
numbered, as college looms in the
future.
It's not an uncommon movie formula; however, this is no "Can't
Hardly Wait."
The characters and their social
world are refreshingly much more
complex and realistic than the typical "nerds and jocks" cast that
Mintz-Plass- e)

night-lon- g

appears in almost every movie about'
high school.
The actors are of both believable
age and attractiveness
you won't
find a
Jennifer Love

-

26-year--

old

Hewitt playing

a

high school

senior.
And unlike typical teen movies,
their adventures are fresh and unpredictable, with stunts and dialogue
that kept me laughing constantly
from scene to scene.
And yet, as opposed to hilarious
but typical misadventure movies
such as "Harold and Kumar Go To
White Castle," "Superbad". has more

1

well-execut-
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Museum exhibits 'Works on Paper" Fashion: A vogue idea
was in the audience
"Darling! You are more Conde
that day, and she took Catlett's admoNast than you would like to believe.
nition to heart and altered the focus
You and everything you stand for is
of Wooster's museum program."
Vogue!"
One of the more contemporary
These were the very words of
artists represented in the show is Emma Elwick, Fashion Market
Willie Cole (b. 1955) whose sculpEditor of British Vogue.
"Untitled"
As she wrote down the email
ture,
consists
(1994)
six
of
ZW4A'glass panels etched with the bottoms
address of Frances Bentley, manag
of clothing irons. The work is meant
ing editor of the
to reflect not only domesticity, but
British fashion
also Cole's heritage and the respect
Bible, we sat waithe has for his grandmothers.
for
ing
the
trustee
Williams
"College
Reggie
Roksanda
Illincic
,,l
M..
brought this exhibition opportunity
FallWinter runto our attention, as Reggie and his
show
way
to
wife Buzz are friends and neighbors
hegin
kofi yankey
during
of the Kelleys," said Zurko.
London Fashion
Vilmll
She added, "The
collectors,
Week last, February.
Harmon and Harriet Kelley, have
"She is an angel and I will let her
worked diligently for over 20 years to know you will be getting in touch.
research and purchase examples of
We just cannot let. you work for
both significant and lesser-know- n
another publication when we both
African American artists.
know you truly belong with us.
Their collection includes paintings,
I'm sure you don't even have car
sculpture, and works on paper, and services for the shows!"
this show represents but a fraction of
With those immortal words, "car
their overall collection.
services,"
(for those of you who do
.... ,,
Jii,....
Their collection has been exhibited
believe in drivers, I know you underCatlett's "Sharecropper" (Photo courtesy COW Art Museum). at major museums and js
stand me) I was sold!
routinely
represented in most surveys, of
On the 28th of May I made my
Kitty Zurko said that though she African American art."
way to Vogue House, which houses
doesA't have a favorite piece,
Associate Professor of Art' John all Conde Nast Publications such as
Continued from pg. 1
"'Sharecropper' is particularly perSiewert, who is teaching the subject
the eponymous Vogue title, GQ,
sonal and pertinent to Wooster.
depicts a violent encounter between a
of African American Art this semes- -, Tatler, Vanity Fair, Glamour, etc., in
black woman and an anonymous,
...j Catlett is the artist that helped ter, will have his class write papers in
Hanover Square to start my work
hooded Ku Klux Klan member.
shape the museum's programming
response to the works on display.
experience with Vogue Magazine.
The piece .was made while direction in the late 1970s when
Of these assignments, eight will be
As fate would have it, I had previat the College Art Association
Crichlow worked in Greensboro,
made into a booklet, put up on the
ously secured an internship with
and told the audience of mostly
South Carolina.
museum's Web site, and be made Tatler, the British society magazine
white, female art historians i that it available to read in the gallery.
Elizabeth Catlett (b. 1915) reflects
(owned by the parent company of
was their duty to rectify the inequity
a later period of American history
The collections will be featured
Vogue) after my stint at Cosmo, so I
with her four-colof exhibition opportunities for not from Aug. 28 to Oct. 28, open had already, in the words of Emma,
linoleum cut,
"Malcolm Speaks for Us". ( i)M) and
only women, but for artists of color.
been welcomed into the Conde Nast
Tuesday through Friday from 10:30
The prior museum director, and
"Sharecropper" (1952).
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Saturday and
Family.
Museum Director and Curator
professor of art history, Thalia
Sunday from to 5 p.m.
Peter, the security guard who
Gouma-Peterso- n,
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knew me from my previous internship at Tatler, asked if he should
buzz me in to the third floor where
the Tatler offices were. In the past, I
had almost always forgotten my pass
due to my constant changing of
'man-bag- s,'
thanks to the fashion editors down at GQ.
"Not this time, Peter. Fifth floor
please!"
I was met at the elevator by colossal signs declaring the Vogue name
and by Nina Godfrey and Verity
Parker who were the editorial assistant and fashion assistant at Vogue.
Verity told me that I was personally assigned, to Emma who had
requested I assist her during my time
at the magazine.
Needless to say, I was a bit surt
prised.
Most interns who work at Vogue
assist everyone on the editorial team
with their large numbers of returns,
call-iand other tasks.
Nina later told me that Katharina
Flohr, former Fashion director at
both Russian and Greek Vogue and
now Senior Contributing Fashion
and Jewelery Editor at Tatler (whom
I had personally assisted and coordinated many a shoot with) had told
Emma she had been right to let me
come up to Vogue. She assured her
former colleague that I would be a
valuable asset in assisting her.
With that, my life as an assistant
to the. Fashion Market Editor at
Vogue, had begun.

,

This piece is the first in a series
of three columns by Kofi Yankey
'08 on his experiences as an
intern at Vogue Magazine this
summer.
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the tournament with an undefeated
0 record, with Hope coming in second with a 1 record. Mount St.
Mellon
and
Joseph,
Carnegie
Wooster all finished with
records.'
While the team came out of the
opening weekend with only a
record, there is a great deal to get
excited about for this upcoming season. Davis is taking over a very talented Scots team. Mason guided the
a. team to consecutive in seasons in
2004 and 2005. Last year, the team
might well have gained its third conin
secutive
season had it not
been for an injury to Carolyn Ciriegio
'
'08, an outside hitter, who was named
Team in 2005.
to the
One of the team's other key
returning players this season is Ali
Drushal '09. Drushal will anchor the
team's defense after being, named
NCAC
Last season,
Drushal set a school-- record with
888 digs. Just as a junior, she is only
m
... ""..
t
721 digs away from setting the
school record. Abbie Casey '09
should
also provide a big lift for the
'
s
mta
....
team as she returns to her more natural position as outside hitter. Casey
served as the team's setter last year. ,
Look purely, at talent, the team
I
should have enough to at least win 20
games for the third time it four seasons. The biggest issucmay be
-,
'111
.
,,
,,.
m.
..i
adjusting to a new coach.
Abbie Casey '09 is making the transition from setter to outThe talent is there. The onus will be
side hitter. The Scots open at home today as they host the on the coaching staff and players to
Kilt Classic (Photo courtesy of OPI).
put it all together.
The team kicks off its home open' tournament with' a -3 record to er today in Timken Gymnasium as it
22-3- 0,
and 0.
0
Overall, Wooster came out of the start the season. Ohio Northern won
hosts the Kilt Classic.

Sports Editor

4--

3--

In some ways, this season marks a
new era for the Wooster volleyball
team. Terri Mason, the team's coach
since 2000, who compiled a 129-9- 4
record in her tenure at Wooster, is
out, and new head coach Sara Davis
is in. However, while the team's outlook is bright under a new head
coach, the team was off to a rocky
start in its season opener, the Ohio
Northern Invitational.
The team kicked off its season by
to
traveling
Ohio
Northern
University for the Ohio Northern
University Invitational Tournament.
The tournament started on Friday,
August 31, as Wooster faced off
against Carnegie Mellon in its season opener. The Scots lost three of
tne iour games m the opening match,
30-1- 8,
with scores of 26-3- 0,
27-3- 0
and 28-3- 0.
In the late game on Friday, the
team took on College of Mount St.
Joseph, a team that, last year, qualified for the Div. Ill tournament and a
team that beat Wooster in three
games last year. This ear, though,
Wooster gained revenge, winning
three of five games by scores of 26-3- 0,
0,
30-2- 8
0,
and 2.
The following day, the team ran
into two very hot teams in Hope
College and Ohio Northern. In the
opening match on Saturday, Hope
ran away with a sweep, winning by
16-scores of 0,
and 26-3- 0.
To
conclude the tournament, Wooster
also fell in three games to 15th
ranked Ohio Northern by scores of
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Underclassmen lead both
Scots crosscountry teams
led by three
Workman twins while three others finish in the top-2-

first-year-

top-2- 5,
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Field hockey goes

1--

1

Anyone

who

that

knew

even

Appalachian State had a football program before Saturday is either lying or
follows Division
football very
I--

AA

closely. The
Mountaineers

proved once and for
all that the little
V

guy can line up and .
not only hang with,
hut also knock riff
.
. ,
,
the heavyweight.

I

chrissweeney
.

Boise State's win over Oklahoma was
the beginning, except the Broncos were
a top 10 team in a BCS bowl. They also
had to pull two trick plays out of their

hat to do it. There was no such trickery
against Michigan; Appalachian State
simply outplayed the Wolverines.'
This victory proves two things: first,
college football should have a
playoff and kill the. bowl system.
In this playoff, teams will be divided
into four regions of eight hosted by the
higher seed with the "Final Four" and
championship being played at a neutral
site. Any team who wins its conference
( 1 conference winners) is automatically admitted into the tournament. This
32-tea- m

--

1

way, every team in Div. A has a chance
and all of the top 25 will make the tournament.
I--

.'

Before ybu say it, yes, there is
enough time, and if Div. Ill football
can hold a
tournament, Div.
I can too. There was a 49-dlayoff
between the Ohio StateMichigan
game and the national title. Two
weeks later, Florida's season ended, so
layoff. That comes
they had a
out to five weeks, just enough for the
semi-fina- ls
to fall on New Year's Day
and the finals to take place when the
national title game is scheduled.
Heck, if the season is adjusted, every
one could be required to .end when Ohio
State and Michigan end, thus giving
two extra weeks, one for the conference
title games and a week off between the
regional finals and the national semifinals so students could take exams.
Second, and more importantly, this
game should be the beginning of the
abolishment of
polls.
polls are stupid and overrated. Last year, Texas was ranked No.
2 when they played Ohio State. Excuse
me, but Texas lost Vince Young
they
should not have been No. 2. Southern
California lost everyone, yet they
remained in the top four. Why? Because
they are USC.
If the first official poll comes out four
weeks into the regular season, the pollsters can see how these 2007 teams play
and make a decision based on that.
Tell me, if the first poll of the year
came out three weeks from now," would
five-we- ek

ay

35-la-

men led by

y

.

0.

performances.
In the men's four-mi- le
race, Kenyon
v
and Denison dominated the top 15,
After graduating several key inditaking all but two of the places.
viduals, the Wooster Fighting Scots Those two spots were won by
cross country team looked to a young Wooster's twin brothers Terry and
group of gifted runners to step up in Rick Workman '10. Overall, Terry
and they were cerfinished fourth with a time of 21:37
their first meet
and Rick secured sixth place, crossing
disappointed.
not
tainly
Fall
the finish line just 18 seconds later.
the
Denison
The Scots ran at
Both runners have only positive
Classic this past Friday, unveiling
skill
in their opening meet of the
things to say about their ability to
their
2007 season. The women got off to a train and race together.
"... ("Terry" has been the main constrong start in the 4K run, led by sevfirst-yea- rs
who proved that they tributor to my success," said Rick of
eral
were able to deal with the pressures of his brother. "We are competitive and
push each other."
their first meet as collegiate athletes.
The two also stressed the team
The top three female Scot runners
i

V
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"You can have the best runner out there, but if
you don't have a solid three, four and five guys,

-
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Ryan Radtke
Voice Staff
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Five Scot women finish in the
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15-1-

13-3-

1-
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26-3-
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20-w-

1

32-3-
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Best upset
in NCAA

20-w-

f

7

7

"

a

3--

even be ranked?

Michigan

1

The

answer is no, because thevoters get a
fare well."
team is
chance to see how overrated some of
Terry Workman '10
these teams are.
Last year, Rutgers was the hottest
' all made their college athletic debuts. aspect of the seemingly individual
team of the year, but they never cracked
the top 10 because of the reputation
sport.
Suzanne Capehart ' 1 1 separated herthat carried over from the 2005 season.
"You can have the best runner out
self from the pack, placing second
If the voters waited four weeks, a 4--0
there, but if you don't have a solid
overall with a time of 15:39. She finIMBmiili tfhtiift ii'itiiiliAfcl a Tft
I nil in mi MdlirtWiiMiMhM"lrtMitlMI-nJ
Rutgers would have cracked the top 25
ished behind Brooke Boening of three, four and five guys, the team is Amanda Artman '10 scored the Scots' first goal ofthe seaand thus, had a higher ranking
well,"
said
sooner
fare
Terry.
to
the
not
going
course
completed
who
Denison,
son on the way to a 2-- 1 victory (Photo courtesy of OPI).
at the end.
Along with the brothers, five other
in 15:15.
polls are based completefirst year. Centre is always a great
Several other Wooster runners had Scot men finished in the top half of
Johann Weber
finPeople believe that
Brian
speculation.
ly
on
a
Jeff
Jacobs
'10,
and
Loy
the
'11
runners.
brings
tougher
competitor
strong showings. Casey Henry
Senior Sports Writer
'
finished
before
all
team
the
broke
Shelter
into'
10
and
for
strong; therewe
us
with
that
Zane
'09,
to
Chelsea
game
compete
ished fifteenth (16:33) with
the
continue. But
for
should
fore
weekend
Paul
new
a
conferone
team
'09
Last
was
in
busy
and
Thompson
do
the
not
'08
our
necessarily get
top 20,
Fisher '11 (16:34) and Erin Fortin
is
field
that every
down
what
'09.
said
forgets
finished
the
team,
'09
hockey
taking
ence,"
everyone
Ramstad
at
Anna
finish
and
just
Erik
Hurley
(16:37) nipping at her heels to
'
less
the
than
others,
team
changes,
their
some
season,
first
of
heels.
"The first games against Frostburg
opponent
16th and 17th, respectively. Jess their
will
school
definitely
for
each
1
but
the
Saturday
and
had
State,
week,
look
sustain
most
Scots
the
that
to
part
Frostburg
Centre
on
Next
Yarmosky '11 rounded out the Scots
12
in
lose
close
0
contributors.
Centre
a
comtravel
before
significant
feel to them,
falling to
eight to
to
finishers in the top 25, finishing 22nd their momentum as they
If it is so important to have a top 10
plete with nerves and all. However,
Kenyon College as the Lords and matchup on Sunday.
(16.51).
Wooster struggled with Frostburg despite the fact that we are a relatively ranking, why base it all on speculation?
are mentored by Ladies play host to the Great Lakes
These first-yea- rs
three talented captains who also ran Colleges Association Championships. for the first half, with neither team young team (12 frosh), we played Last year Ohio State was No. 1 and
because they
The Scots anticipate the return of scoring despite numerous attempts together fairly well. The games gave never lost
well this weekend. Erin Fortin '08 finby Frostburg. It wasn't until 5:27
never lost. Well, what if they struggled
Rudy Gilman '08, a promising top
us the opportunity to discover what
ished 17th overall and fourth on the
team, right behind Henry and Fisher. scorer from last year. The race will be into the second half that returning we need to work on and what we are in every game? How can the voters jusAmanda Artman '10 already doing well with," said Rachel
team when they
held at 10 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 8 in
tify dropping a No.
Niki Calderone '08 and Cara Stoddard
.
win each game, but clearly, they shouldscored, followed five minutes later Worth- - Cappell '09.
Gambier, Ohio.
'08 also turned in impressive
with a goal by Maggie Donnelly '11.
Next up for the field hocky team n't have been No. in the first place?
a tally of
with
retaliated
But if the voters have a chance to see
is
an away match against Ohio
Frostburg
SURVTVOR SUPPORT S YSTEM
2007-200- 8
their own, but it wasn't enough to Wesleyan University Sept. 8 at 4:30 the new team for a month, they can
overcome Wooster's strong defense, p.m., where they hope to start off make more informed decisions and ultiA group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of,
anchored by goalies Izzy Maffetone another outstanding NCAC season. mately put out a better poll.
or those who know survivors of sexual assault For assistance please contact:
'10 and Abby Peters '11.
The system will always be flawed
Hurley shared that the team is nervCentre proved a tougher competious but excited for their first taste of because humans run it. But if there is a
tor, despite Wooster outshooting conference competition.
rankings disapplayoff and
Ext. 2319
Longbrake
Nancy Anderson
Ext. 8357 '
and they took the game
Centre
Kauke 005
"OWU should be a really exciting
Mary Bader
pear, the flaws are minimized to teams
Ext. 2543
Wishart 118
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
with two first-ha- lf
points off tip-ingame for us and a great team to get that don't really matter anyway.
Ext. 2301
The Lilly House
Dianna Kardulias
The team is happy with the results our season started with., They're
Just look at the NIT teams in basketKauke 014
Ext 8256
PamFrese
of their first weekend, even with the always a solid team but a beatable ball. Nobody cares if the 66th best team
Kauke 007
Ext 8371
Heather
loss to Centre.
doesn't make it, as long as there are 65
team," he said.
"Our first two games went really
"We just have to practice hard this others who do.
well for being such a young team.
week and prepare for a
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext 8319 or a
in chief for
is
The
first
the
most
game
always
game. I think as a whole we're all a Chris Sweeney is a
Campus Minister at Ext'. 8608. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
think at
Voice.
Tell
him
the
what
and
intense
you
excited
the
season
the
of
3,
tiny bit nervous but ready for
or Campus Security at Ext 8590.
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
a
csweenry08wooster.edu
as
and
as
first
said
your
college game
challenge,"
Hurley.
For Information, please access http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
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Scots Fall 24 - 0 to John Carroll in Opener
for

a
touchdown,

Nick Holt
Sports Editor
A young Scots football team struggled in their season opener, getting

trounced 24--0 by the John Carroll
University Blue Streaks. The loss ended
Wooster's
regular season winning streak against
16-ga- nie

non-conferenc-

e

opponents.
The Scots failed to begin the season
with a win for just the second time in
the Mike Schmitz era, and the first time
since they lost

to Kalamazoo on
Sept 8, 2001. The loss also marked the
. first time the Scots have been shut out
since Wittenberg hammered them on
39-3- 7

--

Nov. 5, 2005.
The loss was embarrassing consider-

ing Wooster's recent dominance of
JCU. Last season the Scots defeated the
Streaks 30-2-2 and had won six of the'
past seven contests between the two
schools.

The Scots are inexperienced, with 11
players making their first career start
against JCU, ahd it showed from the
opening kickoff. The Blue Streaks'
Tyler Gigrich took the opening kickoff
into Scots territory as he was finally
brought down at the Wooster 46. Seven
plays later John Carroll was in the end
rd
pass from
zone, thanks to a
Mark Petruziello to Vihce Doorhy. The
extra point was good, giving John
Carroll a 0 lead and effectively starting the massacre.
One bright spot on the first series
was the play of Trey Simmerman '08,
who recorded four tackles and forced a
fumble on the first series of his first-ev- er
start. Simmerman had a good day
overall, leading the pack with 14 tackles
while adding a sack.
The Scots offense failed to respond, a
22-ya-

7--

passes for 107 yards passing while
adding 24 rushing yards. Holter did
struggle to protect the ball with two
interceptions and two fumbled snaps,
although the Scots did not lose either
21

rd

bring-

ing the score to 14-- 0.
A fumble by
Chad Parker '09 on
the next Scots possession gave John
Carroll the opportunity to score
again, and they did

i.v

I

47-ya-

with a

Chris, N

C

fumble.

Dustin Sheppard '09 led the Scots
Last Seasons Final Standings
Chris- Andrew-195-1-

yards, respectively. Joe Francescangeli
'09 also performed .well in his first
action as a wide receiver, recording two
Scots offense manreceptions.
aged to drive back
Simmerman was not the only Scot
into JCU territory
defender to have a strong day as three
but time ran out other defenders posted double-dig- it
with Wooster at tackles totals. Greg Shermbeek '08
the JCU 41, down recorded to tackles while Jalam Cutting
'08 and Matt DeGrand '08 each added
at the half 17-The second half 10, with Cutting also recording his first
was more of the career sack. Luke Drake '11 added a
Rai Stover sack in his first career game.
same
the
contributed
The special teams was the Scots lone
lone touchdown of bright spot on the day. They forced two
the second half fumbles and received a great day from
when his nine yard
punter Kevin Friedman '09. Friedman
and
the
extra
averaged 44 yards on five punts wjth.
run
John
two that pinned JCU inside their 20
point put
Carroll up 24--0.
yard-lin- e.
The Scots tried
The Scots will look to get back on
to answer on their track tomorrow with their home opener
next drive marchagainst Waynesburg College ). The
ing into John Yellow Jackets are hardly pushovers, as
J Carroll territory they come off an impressive 28-1-0 vicKeith Adams '09 and the rest of football team before they turned tory over Muskingum College last
Wooster's defense will need to
had a rough opener (Photo courtesy of,OPI.) t over on downs at weekend.
running back Robert
me
sa. stop first-ye- ar
trend that would continue throughout Wooster also managed to drive into Heller, who rushed for 230 yds and four
touchdowns in his collegiate debut, if
the day. The Scots totaled a mere 49 JCU territory on their next two possessions, but both ended with intercepthey are going to emerge victorious.
total yards in the first half.
The play of the defense held for a tions, .preserving the Blue Streaks Waynesburg's offense likes to run the
ball, totaling S29 yds rushing last week
shutout.
,
while, however, keeping the Blue
Austin Holter '10 took almost all of with just 40 yards passing.
Streaks from scoring again until
Tomorrow's kickoff is at 1 p.m.
Petruziello connected with Frank Ross the snaps for the Scots, completing 10 of

1
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196-123(6- 14)

44
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NCAA Games
(C) 9 Va. Tech at 2 LSU (N, A)
Miami (Fl.) at 5 Oklahoma (All)
Oregon at Michigan (All)
Georgia (All)
South Carolina at
(C) 19 TCU it 7 Texas (N, A)
7 Auburn (All)
South Florida at
(C, N) 16 Nebraska at Wake For. (A)
N.C. State at Boston College (All)
Notre Dame at 14 Penn State (All)
(All) 3 West Virginia at Marshall

Mum.--

(1-0-

.

(.630)

Nick-201-1- 18

goal with just 40
seconds remaining
in the half. The

NFL Games

Thursday, Sep. 0
.

.

New Orleans at Indianapolis (All)

Sunday, Sep. 9
(N) Atlanta at Minnesota (C, A) ;
Carolina at St. Louis (All)
(C, A) Denver at Buffalo (N)
(C) Kansas City at Houston (N, A)
(C, A) Miami at Washington (N)
(All) New England at N.Y. Jets
(C, N) Philadelphia at Green Bay (A)
(All) Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Tennessee at Jacksonville (All)
Chicago at San Diego (All)
(C, N) Detroit at Oakland (A)
Tampa Bay at Seattle (All)
.
N.Y. Giants at Dallas (All)
,

Monday, Sep. 10
(C) Baltimore at Cincinnati (N, A)
(N) Arizona at San Francisco (C, A)
.

,

Women's Soccer starts strong,

Men's soccer starts slowly
in opening weekend

Andrew

Nick, A

Everyone

All

offense with 57 yards rushing and 48
yards receiving. Ben Shrock "08 and
Luke McCann '09 each recorded three
receptions for a total of 25 and 20

field

27-ya- rd

Chris Sweeney, Nick Holt and Andrewl
pick the biggest college and pro!
tames of the week. Feel free to contact!
them at voicesfortswooster.edu.

(Vo'gel

3--

0

Ayer would add another goal in the
I I
seconuI 10 secure me win aim uury .L
uie
Arrows for good. The
attack of goalies Kate Kiley '08 and
Staci Alario '09 saw very little action,
as the lone Ursuline shot couldn't be
placed in the. goaj.
,
The team gfltf ight back on the bus
after their impressive opening win, to
take on another Ohio foe in the Mt.
Union College Purple RaideVs. After
'

1

two-head- ed

Charles Powers
Voice Staff

.

"of Wooster's mens
The College
.
(ii oil. '
,
soccer season got off to a rough start
this weekend, losing their first two
games to Lake Erie College 1 and
Heidelberg College 2.
The Scots were sluggish coming
out of the 'gates Friday and were
unable to move the ball upfield for a
majority of the first half. Though
they held a scoreless tie going into
halftime, Wooster quickly gave up
two goals in the 57th and 66th minutes of play.
Though a goal by Trevor Day '10,
assisted by Warren Swegal '08, did
spark some offensive energy, the Scots
were unable to capitalize. The young
Scots defense gave up another goal to
Lake Erie College in the last few minutes of play that ultimately ended the
game. Friday night's loss ended a.
seven year opening-da- y
winning
streak for the mens soccer team.
Sunday night's game against
Heidelberg proved equally frustrating
for the Scots, as they were, once again,
unable to come up with any first-ha- lf
offense. A goal by Heidelberg's
Charlie Sales and an own goarby
Wooster quickly put the men's soccer
team in a 0 hole at the end of the
3--

3--

2--

(

0--

pre-seas-

Taryn Higgins '09 and the Scots are off to a hot start, dominating their first three opponents (Photo courtesy of OPI).

kinks."

The Scots will have plenty of time
first
to prepare before their
Conference game, which will take
place on Sept. 22 at Wabash College.
They will play four more
games beforehand, the first of
which will take place this Saturday at
7 p.m. at Marietta College.

.

--

a

sports?

.

nce

tout

After losing the school's
fourth and seventh leading goal scorers to graduation, the Fighting Scots
have shown no signs of lacking that
offensive punch that head coach David
Brown has been looking for. ,
Led by captain and now transformed forward Laura Ayer '08 and
newcomer Liz Mott '11, the talented
backline of senior captains Angela
Evans '08 and Sara Dresser '08, along
with a plethora of strong goal keeping, the Scots have only allowed one
goal to their nine in its first three coy-testheir oppo
while
all-ti-

me

.

.

'And'rvv

--

ts,

Vocl

ng

out-shooti-

r

Hick. lioM

64--

8.

The team opened with an

Voice Staff

However, the Scots came out of the
break red hot and quickly tied the
match up on a Scott Buckwald '10
header, masterfully placed by Aaron
Oster-Be- al
'09, and a break away
score by Scott Buckwald '10, assisted
by Brenton Allen '09.
by
a
Unfortunately,
goal

-

nents

Brandon Jacobs

'

you .have an itch 'to write

-

offensive

explosion against Ursuline College of
Pepper Pike, Ohio on Sept. 1. Pitting
these two Ohio soccer foes against
each other for the first time in either
school's history, the Scots notched
their first goal of the season with just
a little over five minutes left in the
first period. Assisted by Mott, Ayer, a
third-tea- m
Lakes Region
and honorable mention
selection defender, found the back of
the twine that gave Wooster an early
lead.
Continuing her hot start to her
Wooster career, Mott added her first
ever career goal from Nora Simon '10.
all-Gr-

eat

All-NC-

1-

-0

AC

i,

l.

4--

first half.

Do

V-

-

on,

non-confere-

r
r
it: am uie uay ueiurc,
uie
ueieauug mi
Purple Raiders and the Scots rolled
into this game undefeated.
Mott continued her phenomenal
start to her young career by adding
the first goal in the first five minuets
of the contest along with two other
assists to help lead the Scots.
Ayer distanced the Scots once again
with what turned out to be the game
winning goal. After giving up only
one goal late in the game on a penalty
shot, the Wooster defense and Abby
Brown '08 held the Purple Raiders off
the scoreboard with three saves while
going the whole game in net.
Going right back to action in a midweek game against Marietta College,
the Scots rolled in a 0
win, setting them up for a long
home stretch coming up in the next
week. Going to 0 on the season, the
team scored early and often to leave no
doubt on the Pioneers after the referees had to actually implement water
breaks on the
day.
Alice Bauman '09 opened the flood
gates with an early goal in the first
half. Ayer had another great game
notching her team leading fourth goal
and an assist to Simone DiSalvo ' 10 for
her second career goal, while Emily
Lea '11 added her first career goal
with 4:17 remaining in the game.
Aided by another tag team goalie
effort, Abby Brown '08 and Alix
Hoffman '11 teamed up for the
shutout.
The team makes their home debut
tomorrow
against Buffalo State
College at 1 p.m. On Sunday, the team
takes on Alma at 1 p.m.
.1

.

.

Heidelberg's Robbie Marks with 20
minutes remaining proved the deciding goal and Wooster's mens soccer
team was forced to leave Oberlin with
OMl l
'III
an 2 record on the season.
Though an 0--2 start is a hard pill to
swallow, there were several positive
aspects of the Scots' play this weekend. While giving up six goals in two
games, the young Scots defense, comprised of Swegal and a slew of underclassmen, surprised some as they limited their opponents to 16 shots and
five corner kicks over the weekend.
Despite an 0--2 record, this is a
promising start for a group of players
who are still learning to playing with
one another. With the talent that this
young line has, the Wooster defense
has the potential to be a reliable
strength for years to come.
Though the Scots were held to just
shot in the first two
one first-ha- lf
Oster-Belooked past the
al
games,
scoreboard and sees a lot of reason
for optimism. He feels like the offense
"created a lot of chances on goal."
stressed
Furthermore, Oster-Be- al
that these first few games act like a
saying that the weekend
served as "a good learning experience
and conference games are what
really matter. At this point in the season, we are just working out the

non-confere-

nce

3--

90-degree--

plus

NCAC Fall Standings

VoiceSportsWooster.edu
AVogel10Wooster.edu or NHolt08Wooster.edu

Mem Soccer

Football

(00)
.) Wittenberg (00)

I.) Hiram
1.) Kenyon (M) (1-2.) Hiram (OO) )
) ((H))
2.) Wabash

1

0)

3.) Oberlin
3.) Kenyon
3.) Earlham
3.) Ohio Wesleyan
3.) Wabash
3.) Allegheny
3.) Denison
10.) Wooster
(0-0-- 0)

(0-0-

3n

oo

W

So
On

4.)
4.)
4.)
4.)
4.)
4.)

(00)

Wesleyan(0-0)(0-l- )

Denison ((H)) )
Earlham (04)) (0-)
Oberlin (0-Allegheny ((H)) )
) (0-Wittenberg
Wooster ((H)) (0-(0-1-

(0-1-

0)

(0-1-

(0-0-

1)

(0-0-

0)

(1-1--

0)

i

Field Hockey
Denison ((H)) (1-1. ) Earlham (00) (1-)
2. ) Ohio Wesleyan
(1-)
2.) Oberlin
(1-)
2..) Wooster
2.) Kenyon (00) (1-)
)
7.) Wittenberg
1.)

n

0)

n

(0-0-

(0-0-

1)

(0-0-

1)

1)

(0-0-

(0-1-

Wooster

(1-1--

0)

,

(1--

1)

3)

3)

3)

(0-2-

(0-2-- 0)

(00) (20)
2. ) Earlham (00) (11)
2.) Ohio Wesleyan (00) (11)
4.) Hiram (00)
4.) Oberlin (00)
4.) Allegheny (00)
4.) Wittenberg (00)
4.) Denison (00)
4.) Kenyon (00)
1. )

3)

(0-0-

(0-0-

0)

1)

n

0)

(0-0-

(1-1-- 0)

(1-1--

(0-0-

(0-0-

0)

Womeni Soccer
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J

1)

(0-0-

0)

(1-1--

(00)

(1-1--

'

0)

2)

-

0)

(00)
(00)
(00)
(00)

1)

(2-0--

1)

(1-1--

Volleyball
(4-1.) Wittenberg (0-(3-2. ) Hiram
)
3. ) Ohio Wesleyan ((H)) (2-) (0-3. Kenyon
) (1-5.) Denison
'
5.) Earlham ) (1-) (1-5.) Oberlin
(1-)
5.) Wooster
)
)
9.) Allegheny
0)

0)

(1-0--

(0-0-- 0)

(0-0-

4.)Ohio

(2-0--

0)

(1-1--

0)

0)

(1-1--

(1-1--

(1-1--

(1-1-- 0)

0)

CroM Country
Denison, Earlham, Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio
Wesleyan, Wabash and Wooster will compete in
the GLCA Championships. Allegheny will com
pete in the St. Olaf Invitational. Hiram will partic
ipate in the California of Pennsylvania
Invitational and Wittenberg will host the
Wittenberg Invitational.
--

0)

Standings Key
Team (NCAC Record) (Overall Record)
.
'Standings taken from Northcoast.org as of Sept 5

